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Mouse 

I am grey and very small 

I am quick like a bouncing ball 

My thin tail is very long 

I can hardly sing this song 

Don’t you frighten me please 

I like crumbs and good cheese 

You won’t find me in your house 

I am a shy and tiny mouse 

 

Frog 

I jump about 

Watch me hopping out 

I can wink my eye 

I can catch a fly 

I like to swim near the shore 

When I sleep I sometimes snore 

Happy on my log 

I’m a little frog. 

 

Hare 

My fur is as white as milk 

Soft and shiny like silk 

My legs are strong and every day 

I hop hop and hop away 

These two are my long ears 

I like carrots not peas 

I’m afraid of a bear 

I am a little hare 

 

Fox 

No one’s as pretty as I am 

No one is as sly as I am 

My fur is gold and soft to touch 

Try and you will like it so much 

Spot me around in the green wood 

Hunting and looking for good food 

I am as watchful as hawks 

You’ve already guessed I’m a fox 



Wolf 

Grey like thick evening fog 

I look just like a shepherd’s dog 

But I do not bark 

When the night gets dark 

I am arrogant and brave 

Be my friend and you’ll be safe 

Nothing more to prove 

I’m a handsome wolf 

 

Bear 

I have big paws, a tiny tail 

If you see me you turn pale 

I live in a den very deep 

All the winter always asleep 

I am kind and what is more 

I have soft and fluffy fur 

Go to the woods and find me there 

I am a clumsy brown bear 

 

All together in the house 

All together in the house 

Frog, fox, bear, hare, wolf, and mouse 

Friendship it is so much fun 

Find a friend if you have none 

 

Let us build a new house to live 

Let us build a new house to live 

We all have so much to give 

Friendship never goes away 

Help each other every day 

Doesn’t matter Sun or Storm 

We have a place we call “sweet home” 

We have learnt how to be kind 

In your heart your soul and mind 

 


